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Vivlamore reporting from Athens.

Here is your training camp report from Day 2. The starting unit of Jeff Teague, Kyle Korver, DeMarre Carroll, Paul Millsap and
Al Horford remained mostly the same during the brief scrimmages I was able to watch. I did see Jared Cunningham getting
some run with the first teamers.

There was quite a bit of switching with the second unit. Dennis Schroder, John Jenkins and Mike Scott (back from tweaked
ankle) ran with the unit. James Johnson and Damien Wilkins traded off at small forward and Elton Brand and Gustavo Ayon
traded off at center. I saw limited scrimmaging. Brand did a radio interview with 92.9 FM following practice and jokingly
insisted the second unit beat the first unit but had the victory stolen by meddling coaches acting as referees.

I asked coach Mike Budenholzer following practice if defense was the one non-negotiable with the team.

"I think there are going to be a few non-negotiables but I think defensively if we are not good there we are not going to be as
good as we want to be. I think there is a real simplicity with our defense and an accountability that comes with that simplicity
so if they are not doing it or executing they are going to know it. It's going to be a non-negotiable."

Budenholzer did stress to the team at the end of the first practice the importance of finishing games. He told the team that
the end of games - both offensive and defensive execution - will be a priority. Budenholzer said their were no injuries to
report other than minor bumps and bruises.

The Hawks will hold a closed practice tonight. They will end their stay in Athens with one practice Thursday before returning
to Atlanta.

Look for my feature on Damien Wilkins later today on myajc.com.
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Posted by Steve-W at 2:39 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

That is right!

Posted by cp229 at 2:41 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

I like what I hear so far

Posted by AstroJoe at 2:44 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Budenholzer did stress to the team at the end of the first practice the importance of finishing games. He told the team that
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the end of games - both offensive and defensive execution - will be a priority.
===================================================

Sounds like he has been watching the Falcons (and learning about the lack of late game execution).

Posted by Ms_Dee at 2:44 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Keep it coming ChrisV!!

Posted by -OBrien- at 2:56 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"He told the team that the end of games - both offensive and defensive execution - will be a priority."

Isn't that just coach speak though. Wouldn't LD have said the same thing? 

What will be interesting to me is the defense played by Horford and Teague. imo, Horford did ok with man to man defense,
but did not do well with help defense at all (understatement alert). And Teague seemed more motivated on scoring, than
playing defense. he said he wants to be better at it, so we'll see. 

Plus with Josh gone, they can't look to him to clean up their mistakes. Al will be needed to help clean up the mistakes of
others (like Korver).

Posted by AstroJoe at 3:03 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Horford did ok with man to man defense, but did not do well with help defense at all (understatement alert).
==========================================
Most teams only identify a single player to provide help defense. not to mention the previous head coach would panic the
moment Al picked up a 2nd foul in the first quarter.

I'm not sure that past performance can be used to forecast future performance as we move from one
administration/philosophy to the next.

Will Al be as good as Josh in that area? Clearly not. Could he be better? We shall see.

Posted by IAW at 3:10 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Isn't that just coach speak though. Wouldn't LD have said the same thing? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Same thing I thought when I read it.
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Posted by wordsmithtom at 3:25 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

One thing's sure. Brand is one big load. His arm against Al's back, looks like he's about to push him over. Zaza could hold
his own, but he couldn't push anyone over. Hope he can last 20 mpg at his age. With Ayon to back him up, he might not have
to. We're deeper down low than we've been in ten years. Sure, we'll miss Josh's help D; but overall we're bigger and deeper
allowing Al to gamble a bit more and get that second foul. 

Posted by Kensdobs at 3:34 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

http://bleacherreport.com/articles/1794295-atlanta-hawks-media-day-photos-interviews-and-takeaways

Check this link out. There's nothing new about what coach Bud is talking about or plans to implement. We've all seen it work
at times to perfection for more than a decade with the Spurs. After playing under Woodson & Drew, I believe our returning vet
players are extremely motivated to play for coach Bud & in his system. 

You can be certain there will be no more consistent taking ill advised low percentage shots without it being addressed &
rectified. No more arguing with REFs rather than falling back on DEF. No more going beyond their positions requirements &
trying to take over another players role.

What I gathered from coach Bud is there will be no more falling in love with, & continuing to feature a player, or players, who
aren't carrying their weight or not playing within the team concept. Ferry's insistence on maintaining a meaningful player
development program will eliminate anymore situations like the one JTeague had to go through with Woodson & Drew.

Teague, Horford, Carroll, Milsap & Korver, who's a good team defender, should be solid defensively in coach Bud's team
oriented DEF concept. OFF certainly shouldn't be a problem with Horford, Milsap & Teague, who'll penetrate & finish in the
lane, providing inside scoring & Teague, Korver, Horford & Milsap providing efficient outside shooting. 

A 2nd team consisting of Schroeder, Jenkins, Brand, Scott & Ayon, or Antic, shouldn't have any problem scoring either.

Posted by The-Truth at 3:36 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Though undersize, I think Brand may turnout to be the best backup center the Hawks have had in a long time. Just looking at
that photo and reading other reports, I can see he will be an upgrade to Al as a sparring partner over Zaza. His stamina
maybe questionable but he is the real deal.

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 3:37 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

If Defense is non- Negotiable then we better start looking for a trade partner for Horford. He has not played defense since he
injured TJ Ford.
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Posted by Sautee at 4:34 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"If Defense is non- Negotiable then we better start looking for a trade partner for Horford. He has not played defense since
he injured TJ Ford' - Rod from CP

Well, defense at the rim, ok. But what would you call Horford's hustle at the end of Game 5 vs. Bos when he kept Rondo from
going to the rim (after Josh's bad pass). Note: Josh DID deflect Rondo's final pass out of bounds as the clock ran out.

Rod was that not playing good D?

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 5:28 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"Rod was that not playing good D?" 

Even a blind squirrel will find a not. Jamal got a steal once, that does not make him a good defender. 

Posted by -OBrien- at 5:40 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Rod,

""If Defense is non- Negotiable then we better start looking for a trade partner for Horford. He has not played defense since
he injured TJ Ford"

Isn't there is a difference between help defense, and man to man defense? Because imo, Al does a decent job playing
defense on his man. Help defense though (for example, when the PG gets into the lane Al hardly rotates over to contest) is
where he really struggles imo. 

Also, some people (like Korver) just don't have the potential to be better defenders than what they are currently. But I think Al
(and Jeff) has the potential to be better defensively. 

Speaking of Teague, he will have to step up big time too, because too often he let his man get by (and Josh would have to
come over to try and help).

AJ,

"I'm not sure that past performance can be used to forecast future performance as we move from one
administration/philosophy to the next"

Agreed. Which is why I'm interested to see how Al and Teague especially do under this new regime. 

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 5:46 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse
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"Over the years since Horford has been a Hawk, the quality of his backup centers have been a joke." - The Truth

Zaza Pachulia is a joke? From 2009 to 2011 there were only 5 players who ranked in the top 10 in playoff rebound rate in two
of those three seasons:

Player Rank: 2011 2010 2009 Salary
Marcus Camby 
1st 4th NR $9,256,500
Dwight Howard 
2nd 7th 1st $17,885,400
Joakim Noah 
4th 5th 5th $10,000,000
Carlos Boozer 
6th 8th 4rd $13,500,000
Zaza Pachulia 
9th NR 8th $4,750,000

http://www.hoopinionblog.com/2012/01/bad-wheel-on-bandwagon-look-at-larry.html

And yet Larry Drew played Josh Powell and Jason Collins ahead of him in his playoff rotations. Kirk Hinrich was the starting
point guard for a PLAYOFF TEAM last year, and yet Larry Drew played Pargo ahead of him in the playoffs with the season on
the line.

I'm just as frustrated as anybody that Zaza missed the last two playoffs and cost the Hawks a chance to advance, as I've
been on record saying. But the fact remains that during that Chicago series when LD started Collins, Thibs game planned
attacking the slow-footed Collins with CHI's fleet of young, mobile, athletic big men. At that time, Zaza was healthy and in the
top form of his career.

"Time to move on, already."

This is like when Billy Knight emailed Mark Bradley and asked him to stop talking about him since he was no longer GM of
the Hawks. Request denied.

Posted by Sautee at 5:50 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"Even a blind squirrel will find a not. Jamal got a steal once, that does not make him a good defender" - Rod from CP

But I never said he was a good defender in that post. Here's what you said:

"He has not played defense since he injured TJ Ford."

And I showed you how that was not true. Blind squirrel or not, he DID play good defense on that play,

despite your pronouncement.

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 6:05 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"He has not played defense since he injured TJ Ford."

Strange that he keeps getting All Defensive Team votes.
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Posted by Sautee at 6:08 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"Help defense though (for example, when the PG gets into the lane Al hardly rotates over to contest) is where he really
struggles imo. " - OBrien

Co-sign. And here's why: Al is not a quick leaper, as most good shot blockers are. He has to gather himself, so he's usually
late jumping. Therefore those who expect him to be a "rim protector" will ALWAYS be disappointed, though why some STILL
expect it after watching him for 5+ years I'll never know. I guess we have some slow minds here. He is what he is, and that's
NOT a shot blocker. We should have brought in a Camby type years ago to back him up.

Still, his career average for blocks is 1.1 per game. Not bad, but certainly not enough to be considered a rim protector. That's
similar to Rick Mahorn, Dale Davis, Mychal Thompson, etc.

Of course, I wish he'd play as tough as Mahorn, but Al's too nice for that. Too bad.

Posted by KeyserSoze at 6:48 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

I`m not saying Al is a great defender;
*"`But`"*
He is a good and solid team defender and like Sautee said within his limitations.

Around the League - Al is considered a very good to excellent Pick & Roll defender.
Al is an above avg to very good rebounder.

Blocking shots is not the truest measure of help defense as there are 
multiple situations when help is simply switching at the right time,
or helping the helper.

Al is not a long player and will never be long even if he bulks up to 275 lbs.
As Sautee also mentioned he is not a quick nor explosive leaper.
*"`But`"*
Much like Korver, Al is an intelligent team defender who knows whatever system
is being employed, understands defensive concepts - plus he moves his feet well.

However, he is *"`Not`"* a shot-blocker and he ain`t never gonna be.

In my humble opinion;
I think rebounding *(the 5th a final stage of defense) is much more important 
than blocking shots.
In this regard - Al does well - nay, nay, he does better than well ... excellent !

Final thought:
Our guards must stop dribble penetration 1st and foremost.
They are our 1st and front line of defense !

Teaguer - the onus is on you.
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Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 7:07 p.m. Oct. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Is there any coach in NBA history for whom defense was negotiable? Other than Mike D'Antoni maybe.
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